Diskeeper Administrator – more tasks can be done centrally
“Diskeeper is a very useful and convenient tool that helps minimize workload since it runs on its own and
is very reliable. I find that the Diskeeper Administrator makes Diskeeper a more desirable package due to
its automatic reporting, and deployment capabilities.”
Robert Fenton, Information Services, CompSource Oklahoma
“Diskeeper is a vital tool. I found that the alert feature of Diskeeper Administrator is really great. It emails
me a report at 9:00 am every morning with a disk space and defrag report so I can be alerted to potential
problems. The product was very easy to install and configure as well. And the fact that it works on
Windows Server 2008 shows me that Diskeeper is ahead of the curve in the development department.”
Christopher J. Kudlick, Senior Network Engineer, Morris James LLP
“The Administrator tool allows me to deploy and remove installations of Diskeeper on machines. I can
also run reports and pull disk metrics about machines even if they don’t have Diskeeper installed, so I
know where to put my licenses. Diskeeper pulls its weight for the dollar, saving time, money and effort.”
David Henry, Systems Administrator , AOSmith Electrical Products Company

"I particularly like the Diskeeper Admin console - with every release, more tasks can be done centrally.”
Tony Seibel, Network Administrator, Cox, Castle & Nicholson LLP
“I like the fact that I can check on any connected system (including all the workstations) through the
Diskeeper Administrator console, even running manual defrag processes from remote. The function that
e-mails me daily with reports of any aberrancies, like disk-space consumption, also serves as a good tool
which enables me to assist the end users with cleaning up their files as well.”
Dan Neuwirth, Troubleshooter, Consultant

“The Diskeeper Administrator console made it very easy to push out the clients to all my systems. Even a
novice could run it.”
Andy Sapp, Information Technology Manager, City of Groveland
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